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Dear Sir / Madam, 

Please find attached our covering fetter and comments on the proposed rewording of the 
21 CFR part 11 rule. We have also e-mailed these to fdadockets@oc.fda.gov, but 
sometimes e-mailing attachments causes delays or delivery failure, hence this fax. ;/< 
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Dear Sirs, 

FDA Docket No 2004N-0133 Electronic Record; Ekmtronlc Signatures; Public: 
Meeting 

in accordance with the above referenced publication on April 8* 2004 in Federal register, please 
find attached the consolidated comments from ABB Process Solutions. 

ABB Process Solutions (previously part of ABB Eutech) is a worldwide special engineering 
consultancy company empioying some 80 people within the global ABB Ltd corporation (100,000 
employees). Our key objective is to provide regulatory compiianye services to the life science 
industry. Our clients range from the leading pharmaceutical companies and biotechnology firms to 
generic manufacturers and key suppliers to the industry. As such we are actively assisting our 
clients to achieve 21 CFR part 11 compliance based on a pragmatic risk-based model, and the 
application of modern computer system validation. We also provide focused training on the subject. 

ABB Process Solutions plays an active role in the GAMP Forum, leading and participating in 
several Special Interest Groups, and providing input to the GAMP guide. One of my former 
colleagues, Sam Brooks, was actively involved in the drafting of the ISPE document on a “Risk- 
based approach to 21 CFR part 7 1”. in general, we welcome the latest development of part 1 1 - 
Last year we provided the Agency with some very detailed comments on the draft guidance, and 
trust that you will carefully consider our comments. 

Please do not hesitate to contact me for any further information or clarification you should require. I 
oan be contacted at either the above address or teiephons number or via my e-mail 
per.oisson @qb.abb.com. I would welcome a discussion and look forward to hearing from you. 

Yours sincerely, 

Per Olss6n (Mr) 
Principal Consultant 
Enclosed: Comments by ABB Process Solutions (18 pages) 
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maintained, or are submilted to the Agency, We generally support this redefinition b&t with the following 
darificatians and restrictions. 

The definition of electronic record is at the hearlol the problems wtih part 11. There are several aspects to 
the definition of electronic recwds, and we hawe idenilfied five: 

o Limit part 11 to maintained regulated records. See ABB ref 3. 

o Limit part 11 to regulated records that are emlicitly identified in the predicate rules. See ABB ref 4. 

o Limit pari 11 to sub&ted regulated records. See AI35 ref 5. 

o Exclude from the scope the use of electronic records for regulatory activities. See ABB ref 6. 

o Clarify position with regard to momentary records. See A60 ref 7. 

The next five comments, ABB ref 3 to ABB ref 7, deaf with each of these aspects in turn. 

The definition of etectronlc record is closely linked to the question of the “reai” purpose of part 11; is it as art 
act to regulate certain eiectrxmic records, or is it a means to improue computer validation standards? I it is 
the int~t-of-the Age~y to use part IT to enforce higher standardsol computer system validation, then this 
should be stated explicitly. At the same time, part 11 should he enforced for all GxP records. In this case, 
part 11 would require extensive redrafting, since there are important omissions from part 11, such as 
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maintained regulated 

Ynodffied”, “retrieved” and “transmitted” records. 

For GxP records modem computer system validation should be used. It fdlows that ‘part 11 records’ ars a 
subset of GKP records. The trustworthiness of the computer system used to generate the record, however 
complicated and critica! the computer system or the record, is ensured through modern computer system 
validation. It should not be the purpose of pari $1 to enforce modern computer system validation, s&e 
there are critical GxP records that do not fall under part I 1. 

Redefine electronic record In the context of part 11 as: ‘Any combination of text, 
dio, pictorial or other krformation representation in digltal form that is required to be 
mitted undo applicable pr%dicaf% rule@).” This affects cfausles $11.1 (b), $11.3 (6) and 

regufated records that only lhose records that ar% explicitly identified in the predicate rule(s), or 

in the predicate rules all records Lhat are required to demonstrate compliance with predicate rule(s), 

There is a subtle difference here, To fully demonstrate compNance often requires many additional records 
that are not specifically caned far by the pr%dicaf% rule(s). Hopefully an example may demonstrate this: 

A specific predkxte rule clause identifies the need for a procedure {SOP) to be kept. In case (a) the SOP 
itsell Is a record, h case (b) the SOP, tha associated traifling details, the verifiition of lhe SOP, and the 
management of the SOP are all records. (We are aware that some of these additional records may be 
required by other clauses in the predicate rule,) 

We strongly believe that part $1 should 4e timlied to those records Identified in (a) only. Thls wolrtd greatly 
add clarity lo the rule. Records identified In (b) should Instead be safe-guarded through modern computer 
validation, as these are not central lo the part 11 legislation, 

s that are r%qulr%d by predicate rule(s) as those records that are directly 
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Where company activities are now commonly conducted with the help of computers, and computer records 
are generated lor almost all activities, thk scope definition can potentially put unintended records and 
computer syeterns withii scope of part 11. We would consider this clause to be unreasonable, as it is vague 
and open to abuse. It also goes against the general public request of having a better definition of “predicate 
rule records”, and a more narrow interpretation of part 11 records. 

Recommendation: Redefine clause $17.1 {b) lo read: ‘This part also applies lo such regulated electronic 
records that are submittal to the agency,” (Delete the rest of the senlence). 

- ewhrde from the electronic format. If the paper record is used lor meeting predicate rule requirements, then that should be 
the “end of Ihe story”. The guidance states that part 11 applies to predicated electronic records fhal are 
used foi iegufated activities. Any electionid use of such records should be governed by modern computer 
system Wdatian, It is difficult lo find the raiionale for applyjng the requirements imposed by part 11 to only 
certain GxP records, and two examples wifl illustrate thk. 

A computer system that performs critical operations, for example controlling a vial filling machine, may have 
no part 1 I records, but the computer system is likely to be highly crilical to the integrity 01 the producf, such 
as correct fill Wume and error d&e&on, 

Another example is a batch management system. The recipes am GNlP records and are used dectrorkally 
so fall underpart 1 i L The-batch record is generated elecfronlca!ly, but.prlnted and signed. If is thus not used 
~ectronically and fall outside part 11 r This is illogical because if anything the batch record {what happened) 
is more important that the recipe (what should have happened). This diiemma is best solved by restricting 
part 11 to its iniiiat Intent, I.e. lhat of atfowing electronic signatures and supporting electronic records, and let 
computer validation deal with all other matters. 

ulaled activitiis should not be within the 
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- clarify posifion with 
regard fo momentary does not make this clear. If would be 

completeness, as well as attempting 
discussion, we have proposed some wo 
of restricting the defiiltion of electronic records to those that are maintained. 

Recctzmmendafion: Add the following guidance: “Momentarily stored (transient} records fhaf are nof used for 
making Gxf critical decisions, do not faIi under parf 1 1 - It is recommended that a risk assessment should be 
carded ouf for momentarily stored r8GOtdS that am used for making GxP critical decisions. This risk 
assessment shoufd fdentify how these records can be made secure. A momentarily stomd record, is a 

a computer system for a brief period of time, and is not readily accessible to the user, 
omatically deleted, transformed or transmitted lo another locafion or system (in&ding 
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able to deal with the complex issues that arise from par! 11, as they apply to a range of laboratory, business 
and manufacturing systems ol varying degree of age and sophistlcatlon. The approach to part 11 should not 
materialy differ from that applied to modem computer syslem valklation, 

It is fully understood why provislons for enforcement discretion have been made in the short term, i.e. to 
quickly alleviate the most cwnberssme and controversial aspects of part 11. In the medium to longer term, 
and in the context of a risk-based approach, these concesslons make less sense. We would a&mate 
universally adopting the risk-based approach to all aspects of part 11 I and the withdrawal of specific 
discretions, This would encourage a consistent approach, which is In harmony with current validation 
prsctiies. There Is no logic In applying a risk-based approach to oniy certain aspects of the rule. 

Not adopting a uniform approach to part 11 will inevitably lead to inconsistencies. Take ciause $11,10(j) for 
development personnel as an examoile. Consider a well-established computer system, which has been in 
beneficial use for several years, as opposed to a new oomputer system, that hitherto is untried. in this 
example, having apptopdate records thal demonstrate competennce by the development personnel, ie 
dearly much more critical for the new computer system, compared with the well-estabiished one. 

Ciause $1 1 .10(i) is presently outside the stated enforcement discretion and risk-based approach. Applying a 
documented, rational and cradible risk-bastjd approach to the whole rule, would ensure optimal benefits Co 
be drawn from the application of par1 11. A universal adoption of a risk-based approach Would be consistent 
with the FDA initiative for drug enforcement In the 218’ century. A piecemeal approach, with risk assessment 
for only certain sections of the rule, is nd consisten! with the FDA drug enforcement Initiative. 

Thls is a very open question, and hence difficult to answer. It seems logical that any clarification of predicate 
rules, and how they relate to electronic records, should be done as part of the guidance lor the particular 
predicate rule rather than in part 11. Part 11 is a general rule that applies across the whole of 21 CFR. 
Every time a predicate rule is changing, how will it be plactical to revise part 11 and its guidance? Different 
predicate rules will have different requirements and hence potentially different solutions, It.ls difficult lo see 
how part 11 can be more specific on these aspects, and it is questlonable if part 11 should be more 
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submitted records 

vague and In practice not 
ly, however, the rule does not 

The way this clause is sometimes applied in practice is, that a system that is identified as an “open” sysiem 
will have additIonal controls added to Ii, and is then reclassified as Closed”. Yes, you can argue about the 
semantics for this approach, but the end result is that thtaats to the system have been identified and dealt 
wlih, making the system and its records secure and trustworthy, 

in this context, the rule or its guidance is correct to identify potential threats posed by interconnecied 
systems, be it through serial finks, networks, intraneit web access, remote diaf lacillties, etc. These threats 
may apply to both open and closed sysiems. ft is questionable if the w-rent term “open system” is helpful. 
Take a‘clMal trial database as an example. This niay cuexlsl with other data on several serveis. To talk of 
‘system access” in this context may be less relevant than “record access”, 

A separate case is the need for confidentiality, which applies to e.g. clinical records, but IF+ often k GMP 
records. Confidentiality is often linked to record ownership (but not always), Another special case lo 
consider may be outsourcing of infrastruciqrre confrol and management, Those eases are best dealt with in 
the guidance rather than in the rule itself, 

~e~rn~~~on~ Delete the def~niifons lor open and closed systems, and instead include in clause 51 I .lO 
that “Conslderation.shouId be-taken to pratect the integrily of records from potential security breaches 
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under predifrate rules 

Systems that handle GxP records shall be validated. The main ptobfem with clause $11.10 (a) is not the 
requirement that the system should be validated-this is a given - but in the statement “the ability b discern 
ihvaild or altered records”, Frequently this is achieved through access and operational contrdls, but this Is 
not Ihe same. For a start, to be able to “dIscem invalid dais” you must tirst define what is valid data. For 
data that is manually entered this may not be so difficult, but for all other data it can be a problem. 

The words “accuracf and “retfab#ty” could probably be deleted, as they can be taken to ba included in the 
stalemen “consistent intended performance”. On the other hand, “fitness for intended purpose” would 
ensure the stated specification is suitable for the g&en application. 

Further mvre the word “ensure” implies afmvst a guarantee that ihe system wifl be able ia meet these 
requirements, This sits uncomfortably with the definition of process validation, which stales “high degree of 
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record content or is also its metadata needed? There is no single answer to &is questron, 
cases to be considered: 

Electronic copies provided for the use by the Agency. 

Electronic copies to be used for GxP activities that may affect product quality or product quality 

In case (a) the firm shwM be able to demonstrate to the Agency that ‘true copies’ of records are provided, 
as these r&e to reesonable information request by the Agency. This may imply a subset of record 
tnfotma?ion and meladata. 

In case (b) the firm shoutd be able to demonstrate to the user that ‘true copies’ of records are provided a~ 
these relate to the GxP critical use of such copies. Again, this may impfy a subset of record information and 
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record retention and efectronlc slgnatures, This was discussed In the draft guidance on electronic caples of electratic rtmrds 
section 57 (now withdrawn). Guidance on this subject would be welcome. There are two cases to be 

Electronic copies provided for the use by the Agency. 

Electronic copies to be used for GxP activities Lhat may affect product quality or product data. 

In case (a) the firm should be able lo demonstrate lo the Agency that ‘true copies’ of records are provided. 
Any authentication oi signatures, however, could be demonstrated to the Agency on the or@inal reoords. 

tn Gase (b) the authentication of signatures is mote critical, since the user of the signed copied record, must 
be able to ascertain thet the record has been properly signed. Depending on the use of the cupied record, 
e.g. for critical GxP activity or lor information only, signature authentication may or may not bs required. A 
risk assessment shoutd determine the authentication requirement. 

Recommendation: Add to guidance: “Copies of electronic records should preserve meaning and context of 
the 5opjed record, tind, it applictibte, signature mantf@station. A risk assessment should d&ermW the n%%d 

nature authentication. This risk assessment should be based on the intended use of the 

not normally be a predicate rule record, but meta data, and wou!d therefore, from a risk-based approach, be 
less criiical than a predicate rule record. Thk would justify some leeway with regards to copies of records. 
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requirements - general 

Add to part 11 or guidance the stated purpose of the audit trail, please see our comment 

authorised scheduled events, such as entries in a batch iecofd, or 

authorised unscheduled events, such as modifying the software, or 

unauthorised events, such as inadvertently changing a measured walue and fraudulent changes. 
Item (a) should, ideally, be covered by an automated recording of the GxP critical events. This may be data 
that is then presented In e.g, the bafch repoti. As an alternative, a manual recording of these events may be 
acceptable, i.e. a hybrid system. 
Item (b} is usually hat-&d through a manual change, r;cm&ol system, ahere tie changes are recorded either 
by hand or through various electronic copies or print-outs. 
Item (c) is the one that is Least suitable to manual records, particularly to prevent fraud, On the other hand, 
striigent access controls may sufficiently alleviate the risk of unaulhorised changes. 

Recommendation: Add: “il is recommended that the risk assessment should identify how changes from 
authorised events (scheduled and unschedded) and unauthwised events (advertent and inaclvertant 
changes) can be captured, This may be achieved through a combination of various methods such as an 
automated electronic audit trail 
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ess controls could be 

Clause $11 .iO fk) [2) is easier to comply with but is very sfxxific. We re-interpret thii clause to mean that 
documentation shbutd rellect inStailed soft@% functiihafi~y and be c&rent, consist&& corr&l and 
comprehensive. We think this is more important than having document audit traits, which are only a tool to 
achieve current, oortsistent, correcl and comprehensive dw;umentatiin. 

Terms such as soltware configuration, configuralion management, baselines, and change control are all 
linked to documentation requiremar%. We include software in documentation in aco&anoe. with staled 
FDA policy that code listings should be trea@d as raw data. As long as it is made clear #hat s&ware is 
Muded in the term “documentation”, It&i should suffice without tha need to specifiiaI!y address 

Rezvard the wMe of clause 511 IlO fk) to read: “&e of appropriate controls over system 
udlng software, to render it current, conslsient, correct and comprehensive, and 
d for the safe operation and maintenance of the sysbm.” Delete clauses if1 1.10 (k) (1) 
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It would make sense that clause ~11,300 (d) is deleted and made general for any security breach affecting 
electronic records or any type ol electronk signature. Apart from having a methad in @ace for dealing with 
setMy breaches, the ruk should not stipulate how this method is desimed as long as it can be 
demonstrated to work in an efficient manner. 

Recommendation: Delete clause §llq3(M (d) and replace it with a new clause that is applicable to both 
eiectmnic records and signatures. Add: “Thete should be a documented method in place For detecting 
Security breacfies’ to electronic records and signatortis, and for assessing and dealing wjth any imp&alons 
from said security breaches as far as they may afiecl product quality or product data. Such method shall be 

eing effect&? In meeting these requirements.” 

A common so&e 01 discussions and interpretation difficulties are clauses $11.50 and $11.70. The 
guidance does not couer them, and although the FDA notice does not speci&aHy ask questions with regard 
to these clauses, we have tafmn the liberty to offer some suggestions. Some guidance on these two &uses 
would be wakome, The main source of discussion is if (and if so how) thase clauses affect hybrid systems, 
Le. electronic records that are printed and slgned using wet ink. To stimulate this d&x&on, we have 
proposed scime tidditional worditig b&U. 

Recommendation: Add lo clause $11.50: Where a hybrid system is used, then the ‘time’ element of clause 
(a)(2) does not apply. 
Recommendation: Add to clause §11.70: Where a hybrii system is used, it should be possible for the user 
of the electronic record to ascertaln If the record has been signed or not. This may be achieved by marking 

the signed electronic record in a dedicated location, where it 
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A66 Ref 

23 

24 

FDA F&f 

31 

Subject 

Economic 
ramifications of 
modifying part 1 I 

Clarification of 
predicate records 

Comment 

The Implications of any changes lo part 11 depend on the nature of the changes, any provislons for 
compatibility with the ‘old’ rule, and how much work the firm has already expended on achieving part f 1 
compliance. 

Where a firm already complies with part 11 as it now stands, there should be a provision In the rule, if 
required, that no additional work Is required by the firm to demonstrate compliance with the new part 11. 
With the proper wording of the new part 11, this wtli no1 be a problem, Le. any reworded clauses should be 
cartrfutly assessed (or impact against the oid rule wording. 

The main benefl of the new part II is that it will enable a more flexible approach and imp!emenIation. As 
such this should not lead to a cost penalty compared with the present situation. 

When rewriting part 11, it is important to recegnise the good effects the rule has had in enhancing system 
security and user awareness, There are now many systems and applications that comply with the rule 
requirements, something that was not the case a few years ago. The new rule should not be reworded to 
the detriment of much needed improvements to computer system integrity. 

Any new rule will lead to a considerable demand for ciarif icatiin from the Agency. It would bta undesirable if 
new up-to-date guidance is only made available several years after the rule has been rewritten. This would 
lead to an unacceptabfe situatlon for both firms and inspectors, and is likely to lead to further delays in 
bringing systems into compliance. 

Recommendation: Retain the positive influence part i 1 has had on computer system integrity when 
rew&ing the rule. Issue up-to-date guidance at the same time as the rule is reissued. 

This question is ciosely linked to question AZ, please see our comment under ABB ref 4. 

It is-difficult to sac how part 11 can define the required predicate records. This should be done by each 
predicate ru!e. There shouldnot be a need to refer to part 11 to work out which predicate records are 
required, 
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The rule does not explore the often fundamental difference of use between a wet signature and an 
electronic s&nature, Nor Is there any guidance en this pivotal subject. Considef4te purpose of an electronic 
signature; we would maintain lhat it is not alwaps the same as a wet slgnature! In the ‘paper world’ we often 
use Initials or signatures to simply state that an event has taken place, In the ‘electronic world this is noi 
required, since the computer system will know what Is taking place through the application of access 
controls and event reporting. An example will hopefulb illustrate this. 

In,a manual GMP pfant, the operator will manuatly open a valve and record by means of signature on the 
paper batch record thal he/she has opened the valve, In an automated plant, the operator will log on to the 
system and open the valve via the keyboard. No signature is needed, since the batch report will now contain 
who operated the valve, and will also stale if there was an error in opening the valve. Despite this solution 
nol using a slgnalure; ule overall security and repoNng is sup&ior campared to the manual system, There 
is no case to be made for also having an electronic @nature, unless the opening of the valve was identified 
in predicate rules as an event requiring a signature (highly unlikely to be the case). 

In general, an electronic signature should only be applied as ‘an act of accepting res~ns~lJt~. Using this 
definition, ft is possible to separate out Instances of what may look like a signature, but is used for security 
re8sons, for example as log on of tor lnitlating an assay. 

Another aspect is that It is generally desirable to keep the number of signature events as low as possible. 
The more frequtititly a signature Is applied, bo it on paper or electronically, the higher the risk that If is 
debased. There are too many-examples where signatures are applied without much thought. Using a 
password as signatute only increases this risk. The fewer signature events, the more likely the person 
applying the signature will Lake care in executing it and cons&x the responsibilities carriid by the signature. 

Recommendation: Include guidance, based on the discussion above, to clearly state the difference bemen 
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scourage Innovation 
can be alleviated in three ways by the Agency: 

modified and the audit trail would serve little benefit. 

on a risk based approach. See our comment under ABl3 ret 9. 

ng con&tent enforcement, both across the FDA regulations, bu! also in cohsrence with 
from other counliis, most noteworthy the EMEA. Aligning part 11 with EU regulation and 

B maul purpose 0 

FDA guidance on what is meant by a risk-based approach and examples of how this can be applied would 
be welcome. Such @dance shoti no1 be restricted lo pari 11, however, as it sits ai the heart of the new 
regulalory approach to drug inspection announced two years ago, The ~ve~~en~ oi such guidance can, 
and shduld, !fiefefOre be cdnducted sClpar@ely from part 11 S FurthermoiQ, sUdh gtiidaixe stiduld be 
pragmatic, bfherwise it will seedy undermine the Intent of the new part 11 and guidance, 
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We would prefer, however, that the clause on legacy systems is withdrawn, and that a risk-based approach 
and enforcament discretion is applied lo all aspects of part 11. Please refer lo our comment under AEiB ref 

Under a risk-based approach tkwe is no logical reawn for treating systems difi erentfy because of some 
arbitrary date. Retrospective legislation should as a rule be avoided, but the present rule aiready applies 
retrospeectively. Legacy systems are now s0ven years old, so economicd factors are increasingly forcing the 
replacement of these systems. A risk-based pragmatic approach would assess I1 these systems still posed a 
risk to pub% health, and on that basis shodd the systems be made to comply. 
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The current rule contains many requirements for electronic signatures using identity and password. This is 
unlortunate, as it can give the incorrect impression that the A@IGY almost condone this type of signature. A 
signature employing identity and password only, is probably the most undesirable one based on its poof 
s~curiiy and low recognition 01 being a signature and nol a security measure. 

Making the rule wording concentrate on the purpose oi the requirements, rather than their realisaiion, would 
hefp. We have already pointed out the discrepancy over audit trails, where the current rule is very 
prescriptive, but dorms not cover at ait the purpose of the audH trail, and spy requirements for using it to 
verify securii breaches and/or integrity of regulated records and signatures. 

Another example is electronic signatures. Rather than stipulating more detaited controls lor these, the rule 
should emph@+ what makes a signature unique, as opposed lo a se-c&y measure such as logging in. A 
signature is applied for a particular reason, mast ciwnmonly to accept responsibifity far an activity or event. 
That reason must be made very clear and distiguishabte from security measures, e.g. by being cieariy 
identified in an oper&%s SOP, TKi distinction is often mud&d for identity & pas*word s(iftifions (even the 
preamble to the roie incorrectly in our view states that the fjrst system log-on is a signature event). Please 
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In our opinion password againg may not always constifute a security threat, and should therefore not be 
made compulsory. In loday’s society passwords are a reality, As lndlvlduals we use passv@rds for many 
diverse systems and sitoatlons, e.g. network access, application packages access, bank cards, TV access 
codes, door security, burglar alarm systems, etc., etc. To remember all these passwords can be difficult, 

: Reword clause $1 I.300 (b): “Ensuriig that identification code and password issuances 
the possibility exists fhat these could have been compromised, they 
Passwords should, where txacticabie, conform to industry good practice, 

potential risk posed by compromised passwords”. 
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